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The Problem of Classification

How to Classify?
• By genre
• By artist
• By composer
• By instruments
• By tempo
• By date recorded
• By date purchased
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Business Impact of Getting it Wrong

SEC Letter to Devon Dated: May, 2004

RE: Reasonable Certainty

Question: Although you state that the reductions were driven by new technical data and well performance, 
we are not convinced that the prior technical data used to call these reserves proved under Rule 4-10(a) of 
Regulation S-X was sufficient.  Please tell us how the data you had in 1997 allowed you to meet the 
requirements of reasonable certainty for the reserve volumes you classified as proved at that time for each 
field.

Question: What are the reasons for these estimates not being correct?

Question: What was the basis for the attribution of proved reserves?
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A Couple of Anecdotes

• A famous company misrepresents its reserves with collusion of 
the board of directors

• Application of revised rules significantly alters management’s 
previous estimate

• Risk mitigation not in-place results in revision of field reserves

• Management found to be trading shares prior to release of 
revised reserves estimates 

Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

London, 1911
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Stakeholders for Resource Classification
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Activity Plan
Focuses on production of proved 
and probable reserves and timely 
execution of activity to complete 
future projects, such as water 
and/or gas injection 

Depletion Plan
Describes the total resource 
envelope including the proved and 
probable reserves and Contingent 
Resources up to the estimated 
ultimate recovery or technical 
limit.

Business Plan
Focuses on the medium to long 
term value of the Asset but is 
constrained by assumptions 
regarding corporate strategy and 
investment availability.

The Depletion Plan & Business Planning 
Proved Reserves
Probable Reserves

Contingent Resource Project 1
Contingent Resource Project 2
Contingent Resource Project 3
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The improvement of hydrocarbon recovery and 

investment efficiency is demonstrably linked 

with advances in technology.

The right linkage between depletion and 

technology plans is vital to maximising value 

from our assets.

Role of Technology



Diversity in stakeholder characteristics

• Ability to tailor reporting information

– Range of information available- financial statements or beyond?

• Level of sophistication
– Sophisticated users 

» Industry specialists 
» Use of  information as inputs to own analysis using own assumptions
» Use of full range of value relevant information

– Less sophisticated users
» Greater reliance on financial statements

• Conflicts between stakeholders? 
– Views on cost/ benefit of information

• View of what is useful information

• Is there one ‘answer’ that meets the needs of all users?
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